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- Black-Bellied Bustard
- Red-crested Korhaan & Northern Black Korhaan
- Denham’s Bustard
- Ludwig’s Bustard
KGORI /KORI BUSTARD/ *Ardeotis kori*
Botswana’s national bird. These bustards are the largest and heaviest of the world’s flying birds. Found in open treeless areas throughout Botswana, they unfortunately have become scarce outside protected areas, largely because people still kill them to eat, despite it being illegal to hunt Kori Bustards in Botswana. They walk over the ground with long strides rather than to fly; indeed, results of satellite tracking in Central Kalahari Game Reserve showed most birds hardly moved beyond a 20 km radius in 2 years!

(NO SPECIFIC SETSWANA NAME)/BLACK-BELLIED KOORHAN/ *Lissotis melanogaster*
This bustard is found only in northern Botswana. Both sexes have brownish upper-parts with black spots and bars, but whereas the female is white underneath, the male has the black breast and belly that gives this distinctive bird its name. Not the best of singers, but a stunningly beautiful bird, whose population numbers are declining largely as a result of habitat degradation.
**DENHAM’S BUSTARD/ Neotis denhami**
Little is known about the sub-population in Botswana of this rare species. Its geographic range is largely restricted to northern Botswana, notably the Linyanti concession. This species is estimated to be undergoing a moderately rapid population decline owing to hunting pressure and conversion of grassland habitat for agriculture. For the tourist, this is beauty is must-see if it can be spotted!

**MOKGWEBA/ RED-CRESTED KOORHAN/ Eopodotis ruficrista**
This is a common bird throughout most of the grasslands of the country, but is more often heard than seen; its whistling call is a common evening sound across most rural Botswana. The males have red crests which are most visible during the breeding season, when they are raised for display purposes.

**MOTLATLAWE /NORTHERN BLACK KOORHAN/ Afrotis afraoides**
The male birds, with black on the head, neck and belly, are more boldly marked than the females, which are plainer with black only on the belly. In the Spring, male Northern Black Korhaans fly noisily over the ground and then land with their wings held high and their yellow legs dangling, making a loud call “krracker krracker”. They are found over much of Botswana in open areas with few trees or bushes. Their population is declining presumably as a result of livestock overgrazing their habitats.

**LUDWIG’S BUSTARD/ Neotis ludwigii**
Another scarce large-bodied bustard in Botswana, where the distribution is largely restricted to the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park and its environs. This ‘hard core’ desert-dwelling species is nomadic and a partial migrant, in response to rain. Regrettably, it is during these movements that it collides with powerlines, which seemingly are the greatest threat to this bustard.
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